
FEDERAL RESERVE OPEN MARKET OPERATIONS, INCREASED RESERVE REQUIREMENTS, DIRECT
LOAN CEILINGS AND BANK LOAM EXPANSION

The Federal Reserve proposals are designed, fundamentally, to bring about

a curtailment of further commercial bank loan expansion "via the indirect route

of limiting the commercial banks* powers to expand their reserves through

sales of Government securities to the System. In evaluating the merits of the

proposals, therefore, we should try to reach a judgment on the following

questions:

(a) Just how important a contributing factor to the post-Korean inflation

has commercial bank loan expansion been?

(b) Under existing circumstances will the methods proposed by the Reserve

System effectively deter further commercial bank loan expansion?

(c) Are there alternative methods available to the System which will be

equally, or more, effective in bringing to a halt the commercial bank loan

expansion?

(d) Are any of the alternative methods less injurious to the public

debt management requirements than the Federal Reserve interest rate proposals?

There would seem to be no doubt that bank loan expansion has been a major

contributing factor to the recent monetary inflation. Since last July, bank

loans have risen by [8+] billion, from [52] billion to [60 (/)]

billion. This [12] percent expansion in the level of bank credit outstanding

compares with the percent rise in the general price level, over the same

period. In view of these basic statistics, which are readily available and

already generally known to the interested portions of the general public, the

financial committees and Congress, I think that it would be a mistake to
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attempt to minimize publicly the inflationsry impact of the recent bank loan

expansion. If any issue in thie field is really open to debate, it is the

issue of whether or not the recent bank loan expansion has now largely run

its course and vail soon come to a halt as a result of the impact of the various

price and allocation controls and commodity shortages* A convincing affirmative

answer to this question, would at least enable Treasury spokesment to maintain

that there was no need for adopting the Federal Reserve proposals because the

problem with which they were concerned had resolved itself. If, however, a

convincing case cannot be made for the proposition that the bank loan expansion

phase is now nearly at an end, I think the Treasury should accept the premise

that bank loan expansion is a significant contributing factor to the current

inflation and that soiie agreed program will have to be adopted to bring bank

credit under more effective control. This would narrow the issue to the choice

of met", oda to be used and there would seem to be a presumption in favor of

those methods, other things being equal, that would have the least injurious

fiscal consequences.

Whether or not fractional interest rate adjustments, such as those ap-

parently contemplated by the Federal Reserve, would effectively deter further

commercial bank loan expansion, turns on the intensity of the various demands

for bank loans. If it is true, as some maintain, that the demand is already

at its peak and that the various price and allocation controls and commodity

shortages will tend to check sharply future demands within the next several

months, there is good reason to believe that the Federal Reserve proposals

would be quite effective at this juncture. If, on the other hand, appearances

on this score are deceptive and the demand for new bank loans for non-defense

purposes should continue very strong over the next year, it seems quite likely
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tkat the Federal Reserve measures would be of only limited effectiveness•

Commercial banks to'.-"ay have $ [18 (/)] billion of short-term government

issues and they could finance a multi-billion additional bank loan expansion

in the next 12 months merely by letting a billion odd of these issues run out

this year.

In view of the uncertainty about the present real demand situation for

commercial bank loans for both defense and non-defense purposes, I think that

we should try to arrive at an agreement to adopt that method which is most

adaptable to changing needs. If, for example, it should turn out that defense

program requirements make a further expansion in the level of bank loans

desirable it would have been a serious mistake to have imposed too rigid a

ceiling on bank loans. If, on the other hand, it later turns out that we are

underestimating the demand for non-defense loans, it would have proved advisable

to have taken relatively drastic steps in this interim period.

The Federal Reserve approach is, I think, clearly one that falls in a

half-way category by the tests of effectiveness and adaptability to changing

circumstances. In all likelihood it would have some deterrent effect under

almost any conditions, and it would be quite effective in the next few months

if the expansionist pressures of the past few months are now nearly at an end*

On the other hand it would probably be relatively useless over the next few

months if there is a continued strong new demand for commercial loans.

If it can be s own that there are other ways of getting at the problem

of unwanted bank-loan expansion which will be at least as effective and

flexible as the fractional interest rate adjustment met :od but without the

same adverse fiscal consequences, then I think that serious consideration
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should be given by the U. S. Government to the adoption of one of the alternative

methods in preference to the Federal Reserve proposals•

There are at least two alternative methods for bringing the level of bank

lending under control. They are:

(a) Increased reserve requirements, either general or supplementary

special reserves set at, or somewhere below, the level which would freeze the

commercial banks holdings of government securities S H W existing levels.

(b) Direct loan ceilings, with some or all new loans requiring approval

by Federal Reserve district loan committees.

Both methods could clearly be drawn up in a fashion that would be much

more effective in dealing with the loan problem than any feasible central bank

open-market technique. The direct loan ceiling technique deals directly with

the loan problem while the reserve requirement approach deals with the problem

at the next most direct level, the ability of the banking system to create new

reserves.

The question then is: can either of the methods be implemented in

practice so as to provide the type of flexibility and effectiveness which the

present uncertain loan demand situation calls for*

In theory, a loan ceiling technique can be made as flexible as one likes

by having some administrative machinery such as Federal Reserve district loan

committees with the authority to raise the ceiling and approve new loans.

The real difficulty of the direct loan ceiling technique, in my judgment, lies

in its implementation. The Federal Reserve district loan committees would

find themselves from the outset faced with an exceedingly different [difficult] administrative

problem unless they confined their activities simply to approval of requests of
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individual banks in their districts to raise their loan ceiling in order to

be able to make new defense loans• This type of flexible loan ceiling would

probably soon become substantially self-defeating inasmuch as any bank could

get an increase in its own ceiling more or less at will by submitting its

new defense loans to the Committee for approval above the ceilings• On the

other hand, an absolutely inflexible loan ceiling would appear to be out of the

question in a period of steadily expanding defense requirements. It might,

however, be possible to work out some compromise between the above extremes

which did not go so far as to require the district loan committees to approve

all new loan applications•

Some form of increased reserve requirements would be the more orthodox

alternative method for dealing; with the bank loan problem that is the direct

consequence of the present ability of U. S. commercial ba ks to increase

their reserves at will through sale of governments to the Federal Reserve

System* Today member banks hold [illegible] billion of government securities

against demand deposit liabilities of [85] billion* Their government

holdings would be frozen at present levels and their ability to increase

reserves cancelled out if an emergency supplementary special reserve require-

ment of [60] percent holdings of short or long-term government securities

against demand deposit liabilities were imposed. This would compare with the

Belgian supplementary reserve requirements, introduced in 1946, of 50 to SB

percent of deposit liabilities. The necessary degree of flexibility could be

obtained by obtaining legislative authority to introduce special reserve

requirement up to, say, [65] percent of demand deposit liabilities. If

special reserve requirements of [65] percent appeared too extreme, it
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might be possible to limit the percentage to the figure necessary to freeze

the short-term government holdings of the banks, or approximately [20] percent.

This would, not, however, prevent commercial banks from increasing their

reserves through the sale of their long-term government holdings to the Reserve

System, hence would be relatively ineffective in bringing bank loan expansion

to a halt.

The great advantage of the increased reserve requirement over the direct

loan ceiling approach lies in its administrative simplicity. Its drawback is

the fact that it would require new legislative authority, a matter of months

even if Congressional support could be attained at this session of Congress.

For this reason, the practical choice would seem to lie between the use of

some form of direct loan ceiling or the Federal Reserve open-market technique

if the intent is to deal with the loan problem immediately.

From the Treasury viewpoint a direct loan ceiling would have obvious

advantages over the Federal Reserve approach since it would not involve any

lifting of the peg on government securities. The question is therefore

whether or not a loan ceiling that is administratively feasible can be worked

out promptly under existing legislative authority. There seems to be, as

I understand it, little question that legislative authority does exist for

establishing a direct loan ceiling. If it is felt that the present loan

expansion problem can ue met adequately by the device of a loan ceiling on

everything but new defense loans, the administrative task would be quite

simple. Federal District loan committees could quickly be established to

approve increases in the loan ceilings of individual banks to take care of

new defense loan requirements. If, on the other hand, a loan ceiling somewhat
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more rigid than this, yet not an absolute ceiling, were called for, the

administrative licensing problems posed thereby would be very great, and I

think it is open to question whether or not public support could be long

maintained behind such an approach.

As compared with the introduction of a direct loan ceiling, the Federal

Reserve proposals have the advantage, at this juncture, of being easy to

apply. Furthermore, therelis, I think, a general tendency to exaggerate the

probable effectiveness of the Federal Reserve proposals. As Ion?: as this is

the case, those urging alternative courses of action, such as the direct loan

ceiling, are called upon to make a stronger case for their approach than is

perhaps really necessary. In view of these considerations, it seems to me

to be quite difficult to oppose the Federal Reserve proposals effectively

with anything sr.ort of a funaarnental solution to the bank reserve problem.

The fundamental solution, in my judgment, is to deprive the commercial

banks throu/h legislative action of their power to expand reserves without the

approval of the Federal Reserve System. In practice, I feel this can only be

achieved through some appropriate fonn of special reserve requirements. If

it is th® judgment of the responsible authorities that it is premature to

undertake this fundamental step at this time, I can see little hope in obtain-

ing agreement to any alternative half-way measure such as direct loan ceilings*
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